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\[ JUDGMENT AND oRDER
,"1 , i'l/., 1.. The prosecution case in short may be stated as follows: ont'l

i.- { **
'^'c-' al'-c !'rr*'er 19-03-2016 at around 9:30 PM taking advantage of absence of other

d,e,:;l;ri '&i''si{}' family members, accused Mobarak Hussain kidnapped the minor

daughter of the informant.

2. on receipt of the FIR from (pw6) the father of the vicrim,

on 20-03-2016 the I/C, Bidyapur o.p. made GDE No. 341 dtd. 20.03.16
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and forwarded the same to the O/C, Bongaigaon P.S. Accordingly, the

O/C, Bongaigaon P.S. registered a case being Bongaigaon P.S. Case No.

172/201,6 U/S 366(A) IPC and initiated investigation of the case. The

Investigating Officer visited the place of occurrence, recorded the

statement of the witnesses, got recorded the statement of the victim u/s

164 Cr.P.C, seized birth certificate and admit card of the victim and at the

close of investigation laid charge sheet U/S 366 IPC against accused

Mobarak Hussain.

3. On appearance of the accused person Mobarak Hussain, the

learned CJM, Bongaigaon vide order dtd. 18.02.20L7 committed the case

to the Court of Session, Bongaigaon after observing the required

formalities, being the offence U/S 366 IPC exclusively triable by the

Court of Session.

4. After receiving the case on committal, going through the

police report fumished under section 173 CrPC and hearing both sides,

having find a prima facie case, charge was framed against the accused

person U/S 366 IPC. The accused person pleaded innocence when charge

was read over and explained to him and claimed for the trial.

POINT FOR DETERMINAIION:

i. Whether the occused person Moborak Hussoin on

19.03.2016 at obout 9.30 PM at Pub Bhadragaon under

Bongaigoon P.S. abducted the victim with intent that she

may be compelled to marry against her will or in order
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that she may be forced or seduced to illicit intercourse or

knowing it likely that she will be forced or seduced to illicit

intercourse ond thereby committed an offence punishable

u/s 366IPC?

6. To rope the accused person for charge u/s 366 IPC,

prosecution side examined as many as 10 (ten) witnesses. I have

heard argument of both sides and also gone meticulously through the

evidence of the witnesses on record.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

7. Mr. R. Barman, the Learned Public Prosecutor appearing

for the state has submitted that prosecution has been able to prove its

case against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt which warrant

conviction of the accused.

B. Refuting the argument Mr. Baidya the Learned defence

counsel taking me through the evidence adduced by the prosecution,

particularly the evidence of the victim P.w.g submitted that the

prosecution miserably failed to establish the case of abduction against the

accused beyond reasonable doubt. It is also submitted that the evidence

of the victim is not cogent and reliable. Rather, at the time of incident

the victim was about 18 years and she had accompanied the accused on

her own volition, hence no case u/s 366 IPC is mad out.

L In order to appreciate the argument advanced on beharf of

t.
r'i"/ 'r"
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both sides, I feel it appropriate to have a look at the evidence on record.

10. Pw 1 Ratan Mandal in his evidence stated that on 19-03-16

at around 9:30 PM while he was watching T.v along with other friends in

the house of Dharani choudhury they heard hulla and came to know that

accused Mobarak Hussain by enticing, had abducted the informant's

daughter. Hearing the incident they went to the house of the accused and

on being inquired about Mobarak Hussain, they were informed that a

little ago, Mobarak had Ieft with a girl. Hence they ascertained that the

accused had taken the victim and kept her in some unknown place.

During cross he stated that the accused used to visit the house of the

victim but he had no knowledge about rove affair between the accused

and the victim.

L1-. Pw z is the mother of the victim. She testified that on the

night at around g:30-10:00 pM, her victim daughter was missing from
home when her husband and son were attending a meeting held in the

village with regard to electric connection and she was feeding her cattles.

After feeding cattle, when she entered into house, did not found the

victim. Then she searched in nearby houses but not finding her, she

proceeded to the meeting and informed the matter to her husband, son

and brother-in-law. on the very day at 12:00 midnight, the victim sent a

message that she was taken away by accused Mobarak Hussain.

Thereafter, her husband (p.w.6), brother-in-law(p.w.3) and some

villagers going to the house of the elder brother of the accused when
inquired, they were scolded by accused's elder brother. Thereafter they
went to the house of the accused Mobarak Hussain and on next day filed

.,. do
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the FIR. After about 2/3 days, police informed them that the victim came
to thana. on producing the victim before court, she was sent to state
Home for women, Jalukbari and after about Lsr2o days, she was given
'zimma' to her father. She stated that after return, the victim reported that
accused Mobarak along with three others by gagging her mouth with
cloth had taken her away and accused Mobarak Hussain committed her
rape for two days. Hence after obtaining custody of the victim, they kept
her in other place, not at home. she further stated that after 2/3 days of
return of the vicitim, the accused along with 7/B others again came to
their house at 12:00-1:00 midnight and asking to produce the victim
threatened them. Regarding that incident, another case was rodged.
During cross she admitted that the fact of reporting by the victim that
about 4 persons had taken her by gagging her mouth and committed her
rape for two days by Mobarak Hussain were not reported to police. she
admitted that the accused Mobarak Hussain is a teacher and he used to
visit their house . She further admitted that accused Mobarak Hussain
prescribed them medicines also. she stated that she did not know how
the victim reached the police Station.

L2. Pw 3 is the paternal uncle of the victim. He deposed that
on 19-03-16 a meeting was held in their village regarding electric line.
on that day at around 9:00-9:30 pM the victim,s mother (pw2) came to
the meeting and calling her son, asked to come home soon. Then they
came to the house of the informant and came to know that the victim was
not at home. They searched in and around but did not found her. At that
time he received a message in his celr phone that the victim was abducted
by accused Mobarak Hussain. After receiving the message, he arong
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with the victim's father, one Tapan Mandal and 2/3 other villagers went
to the house of Nofiruddin, the eldest brother of the accused Mobarak
Hussain but not finding any information, they went to the house of
Rashidul, another elder brother of the accused Mobarak Hussain. There
also, they did not find any clue and hence returned home. on next day
i.e. on 20-03-2016 at around 7:00 AM they again went to the house of
accused Mobarak Hussain and on being asked to produce the victim, they
denied the allegation and by threatening ousted them. Hence finding no
other alternative, the victim's father lodged the FIR at Bidyapur out post.

Thereafter on 22-03-16 porice informed that the victim arrived at
Bongaigaon Police station. Accordingly, police produced the victim
before court where from she was sent to state Home for women,
Jalukbari and on r2-04-L6 she was given 'zimma,to her father. He stated

that after returning, the victim reported that on 19-03-16 accused
Mobarak Hussain along with Nofiruddin, yeasadiqur and Rafijul coming
to her house gagged her mouth and had taken her by a four wheeler
vehicle and after travelling for about 2r/zhours,they had taken her to one
person's house in an unknown place. The victim also reported that
though she attempted to raise alarm but she was put an injection in the
vehicle. The victim also reporred that on 20-03-2016 and 21_03_2_016

accused Mobarak Hussain committed her rape and had taken her
signatures in some blank and written stamp papers. Hearing the fact, out
of fear, they kept the victim in other's house. He further stated that
thereafter on 15-04-2016 at around 1:00 AM hearing dog,s barking, he
came out from house with a torch and in the light of torch had seen
accused Mobarak, Nofiruddin, yeasadiqul and Rafijul along with many
others who threatened him to produce the victim. Then other family
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members came out and on raising hue and cry the accused perrsons left
the place' Regarding thar second incident, victim,s father lodgerl another
case. During cross he stated that his house and the victim,s house is
within same courtyard and in the campus about B persons resided. He
stated that his cell phone in which the message was sent, was nrct seized
by Police and now he rost the said cell phone. He further staterr that he
has no knowredge if the victim possessed any cel phone. He dernied the
suggestion that the fact of receiving message that the victim was
kidnapped by the accused Mobarak Hussain was not stated t. porice.
During cross he admitted that accused Mobarak Hussain used to visit
their house and once he sent his son to vailure for treatment of M,obarak,s
elder brother in the year 2009 r20r0 and since then they had cordial
relation' He further stated that the accused visited their house vyhen he
used to go to schoor where he worked as teacher. He further stated that
he had no knowledge if the victim in her statement u/s 164 cr.p.c had
not stated about taking her away by gagging her mouth and about
committing her rape.

13' p.w.4 Hafez Ali deposed that one day morning he heard
thar accused Mobarak Hussain had abducted a girl. Thereafter one day
he along with his borther-in-law when went to ,thana, 

on some personal
matter, then had seen many persons in thana. He also had seen the victim
there and heard that the victim was brought to thana in the case of
abduction' In thana, police seized the birth certificate and admit card of
the victim in his presence vide seizure list Ext.l. During cross he stated
that he heard that the victim eroped with accused Mobarak Hussain.
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1'4. P.w-S Saddam Hussain proved his signature in the seizure
list vide ExL1(2) by which admit card and birth certificate of the victim
were seized. During cross he has admitted that before porice he stated
that the victim eloped with accused Mobarak Hussain on her own accord.

P.w.6, the informant is the father of the victim. He testified
thar on 19-03-16 while he was attending a meeting held in their vilrage
regarding electric line, his wife (P.w.2) coming there informed about
missing of the victim. Then they came home and in spite of search in
and around, did not find her. In the mean time his brother pw 3 received
a message in his cell phone that Mobarak had taken away the victim.
Hence he along with his son and some other villagers went to the house
of Nofiruddin, the elder brother of the accused but neither found
Nofiruddin nor his wife. Then they went to the house of Rasidul another
brother of accused Mobarak Hussain and informed that Mobarak had
taken away the victim to which Rasidul replied that he wourd enquire the
matter. on next day i.e. on 20-03-16 they again went to the house of
Rasidul but not finding him, they went to the origin house of accused
Mobarak Hussain situated at pachim Bhadragaon, where they found
Mobarak's mother and his another brother yeasadiqul and on being
asked, to produce the victim, they were scolded. Thereafter he lodged
the FIR Ext.2. on 22-03-16 police informed him that the victim arrived
at the Police station and sent her for medical examination. Then they
came to the court and met the victim but the victim was sent to the state
Home for women, Jarukbari and on 12-04-2016 victim was given
'zimma'to him. After that, the victim by crying reported him that on 19_

03-16 at around g:00-g:30 pM while she was arranging her educational
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documents, accused Mobarak Hussain along with Nofiruddin Seikh,
Yeasadiqul and Rafijur Hoque entering into her room, gagged her mouth
and had lifted her by a four wheeler vehicle along with her educational
documents. After about 10 minutes, one woman got into the vehicle and
after travelling for about 2t/z - 3 hours, she was taken to one person,s

house in an unknown place and freed her from gagging. Then on
attempting to raise ararm, she was assaulted and an injection was put to
her. However, she was in sense. She further stated that accused Mobarak
Hussain had committed her rape against her will on 20_03_16 and 21_03_
16 and by threatening took her signatures on some blank papers and
some stamp papers and thereafter police recovered the victim. Again on
15-04-16 at around 1:00 AM due ro dog's barking, when his brother pw
3 and brother's wife came out, accused Mobarak Hussain, Nofiruddin
seikh, Yeasadiqul and Rafijul Hoque inquired them about victim,s
whereabout and also told that they would give Rs.200000/_ who would
give the information about the victim and arso would give Rs.1000000/_

who would kill the victim. Hearing hulla he, Tapan Mandal and some
neighbours came out and in the light of torch, he had seen Mobarak
Hussain. For the second incident, he filed another case. During cross he
stated that at the time of incident, the victim appeared in H.S second year
final examination. He admitted that the accused was working as Arabic
teacher and to go to the said school, the accused had to cross his house.
He also admitted that Mobarak Hussain some times used to visit his
house. He stated that though he had taken the custody of the victim on
12-04-16, but he todged the second case on 2r-04-L6due to Bihu bandh.
He admitted that the fact of committing rape was not mentioned in FIR
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as it has come to his knowledge only after recovery of the victim.

16. p.w.7 Hussain Ari only proved his signature in the seizure
list Ext-3 by which rwo documents (xerox copy) were seized from
accused Mobarak Hussain. p.w.B Aminul Hoque also stated in the same
tune as of P.w.7 Hussain Ari. He only proved his signature in seizure list
Ext.3.

17. p.w.g is the victim herself. she deposed that on 16-03-16
at around 5:30 pM while she was standing on road in front of her house,
accused Mobarak Hussain enquired her about her examination and also
told that he would marry her, which fact she reported to her mother.
Thereafter on 1g-03-16 at around g:30 pM in absence of other family
members accused Mobarak Hussain, Nofiruddin seikh, yeasadiqul and
Rafijul Hoque entered into her house, gagged her mouth, blind folded her
eyes and forcefully had taken her by a four wheeler vehicle. After
travelling for about 2-2vz hours, she was taken to one,s house in an
unknown place and except Mobarak Hussain, three others left the place.
Thereafter accused Mobarak Hussain raped her against her wil on the
very day and on the next day. The accused Mobarak arso by assaurting
had taken her signatures in some blank and stamp papers. She stated that
while she was taken by the vehicle, she was put an injection. Thereafter
on 22-03-16 Mobarak had brought her to salamara by a vehicre. she
noticed many persons in the main road of salmara who asked her to give
statement in favour of accused Mobarak Hussain. They also prevented
her from getting medical examination. From salmara road, police
brought her to Bongaigaon p.s. and thereafter produced her before court.

Contd----p/11
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From Court she was sent to State Home for Women Jalukbari. She stated

that when she was produced before the court from State Home, she gave

statement as taught by Mobarak Hussain. After recording her statement,

she was again sent to Jalukbari and thereafter producing her before
court, she was allowed to go with her parents on 12-04_16. Thereafter
her gardian kept her in her aunty's house at Bongaigaon. she alleged that

Mobarak Hussain used to say that he wourd kilr her for which she courd
not return her home. From her aunty's house, she was kept at her elder
sister's house. She stated that while she was at her aunty,s house, she

reported the incident happened to her, to her parents and uncle and

during that period, she heard from her neighbours that the accused

Mobarak Hussain, Nofiruddin seikh, yeasadiqul and Rafijul Hoque used

to say that they would give Rs.1000000/- who kill her. she also proved
seizure list Ext-1 by which police seized her admit card and birth
certificate. She proved her statement u/s 164 cr.p.c as Ext.4. During
cross she stated that she knew Mobarak Hussain from class IX, who was

working as Arabic teacher in the school situated near her house. She also

admitted that to go to the school where the accused was serving, he had
to cross her house and some times accused visited her house. She further
stated that at the time of incidenr, she was reading in class XII. she
admitted that within the same campus, her family members along with
the family of PW 3 and one paresh Mandal resided. The three families
were consisting of about 20 persons out of whom usually about 10
persons resided there. she admitted that at the time of incident her
mother was working in cowshed situated in the same campus and except
P.w.3 and Paresh Mandal, other family members were present. she
admitted that Police recorded her statement on 22-03-t6 before she was
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produced in the court and after releasing her on pR bond on 12-04_16,
Police again recorded her statement on 20_04_16. During cross she
admitted that the fact of taking her for about 2-2r/z hours, putting her
injection, committing her rape and taking her signatures in blank and
stamp papers were not stated before the Magistrate, which was recorded
after residing at state Home for about 6 days. she admitted that in
starement u/s 164 cr.p.c, she stated that since 2010 she had love affairs
with accused Mobarak Hussain, on 03-12-1s she got married with him
and on 19-03-16 she eroped with him. she also admitted that in
statement u/s 164 cr.p.c she stated that prior to marriage, she converted
herself to Muslim but did not inform her parents about her marriage. she
stated that the three days she was kept by the accused, she took meal, and
her hands and legs were also not tied. During those period, she also did
not raise any alarm. she stated that she did not know to whom and when
accused Mobarak Hussain said that he would kill her. she also did not
remember from whom she heard the same. During cross she proved her
photograph with accused Mobarak Hussain as Ext.A.

18' p.w.10 s.I prahlad Das, the investigating officer of this
instatnt case deposed that on 20-03-16 while he was working as I/c
Bidyapur out post, on receipt of an FIR, he made GDE no. 341 dated 20-
03-16 and send the FIR, Ext.2 ro the o/c Bongaigaon p.s. Then he
visited the place of occurrence, prepared the sketch map of the place of
occurrence Ext.S, recorded the statement of the witnesses and on the
same day he was entrusted to investigate the case after registering the
same' In course of investigation, on 22-03-.16 victim herserf arrived at
the Police station. Accordingly he recorded her statement, seized the L
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birth certificate and admit card from her vide seizure list Ext.1, sent the
victim for medical examination but she refused. He got recorded her

statement u/s 164 cr.p.c and as per court's order sent the victim to the

state Home for women Jalukbari. on 28-03-16 as per court's order, he

produced the victim before Court but on that day as the victim wanted to
go with accused Mubarak Hussain and due to protest of many
organisations, again the victim was sent to the state Home for women,

Jalukbari as per court's order. Thereafter on 12-04-16, as per court,s

order, victim was produced before court and when she intended to go

with her parents, she was allowed to go on pR bond but as many

organisations gathered in court campus, hence he handed over the victim
to her father. on 20-04-16 on request of the informant to re-record the

statement of the victim, he recorded her statement and on 12-07-16 on

being produced a xerox copy of marriage agreement and an affidavit by
accused Mobark Hussain, he seized the same vide seizure list Ext.3. He

proved the marriage agreement as material Ext.1 and the affidavit as

material Ext.2. He stated that on appearance of Mobarak Hussain in the

Police station with order of anticipatory bail, he interrogated him and

enlarged on bail and at the close of investigation he submitted charge

sheet against accused Mobarak Hussain u/s 366 Ipc vide Ext.6. During
cross he stated that on 22-03-1,6 he produced the victim before court and

she was sent to state Home for women for reflection and after recording

her statement in court, he collected the same on 28-03-16 wherein she

admitted that out of love she eloped with the accused Mobarak Hussain

and got married with him on 03-12-1s but she did not inform her parents

about her marriage. Later on, the informant for the same incident lodged

another complaint, which he himself investigated. During cross he also
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admitted that as per the victim's statement u/s 164cr.p.c, her age is 18years old and as per birth certificate and admit card arso she was above
18 years.

19' In the case, on a carefur scrutiny of the endre evidence, Ifound that admittedly at the time of incidenr the victim appeared H.s 2ndyear final examinailon- Though in the FIR the informant i.e. the father ofthe victim aileged that the victim was minor at that dme, but indeposition he remained silent regarding age of the victim. on the otherhand in evidence as weil as in statement u/s 164 cr.p.c, the victim
mentioned her age as 18 years. In statements u/s 164 cr.p.c (Ext.4) thevictim stated that her date of birth is 04_05_1gg 7 and as per birthcerrificate issued on 20-11-1ggg and the admit card of the HsLcexamination arso, the date of birth of the victim is 04_05_1gg7 hence asper birth certificare and the admit card which is the authentic document,on the day of alreged incident i.e. on 19-03-16, she was 18 years 10months and 1s days ord. Age of the victim is not disputed during triar.Thus, it revears that the victim was a major girr at the time of incident.

20' Let us now examine whether the evidence of theprosecutrix is cogent, reliable and fustworthy and inspiring confidence
of the court. she (pwg) in examination_in_chief stated that on 19_03_16at around g:30 pM accused Mobarak Hussain along with his elderbrother Nofiruddin seikh, yeasadiqur and one Rafijul Hoque enteringinto her house gagged her mouth, blind forded her eyes and had taken heraway by a four wheeler vehicre but those materials particulars were notstated in statement u/s 161 Cr.p.c recorded on 22_03_16 and on 20_04_16
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which is confirmed by the I/o, (PW10). These facts were arso not statedin statement u/s 164 cr.p.c. During cross examination she crearry
admitted that before Magistrate, she stated that since the year 2010, she
was in love with accused Mobarak, got married with him on 03-12_1s incourt by converting to Muslim religion prior to the marriage and on 19_
03-16 eloped with him' She also admitted that rhe three days the accused
kept her, she took mear and bath and slept as usual and her hands and
legs were not tied' she also admitted that in those days she did not raise
any ararm. In statement u/s 164 cr.p.c (Ext.4) recorded on 28_03_16 0n
being produced from state Home for women, she stated that since 2010,
she roved the accused and out of love she eroped with him on 1g_03_16.
She also admitted that prior to elopement, she converted herself toMusrim rerigion and then got married with him on 03_12_1s. Though inevidence, she stated that accused Mobarak Hussain along with threeother namery Nofiruddin seikh, yeasadiqur and Rafijul Hoque hadabducted her by a vehicre by gagging her mouth and also brind forded hereyes but in statement u/s 161 cr.p.c recorded on 20_04_76 for the second

time on request of the father of the victim after the alleged incident dated1s-04-16, she had not implicated Nofiruddin seikh, yeasadiqur 
andRafijul Hoque. She only stated that accused Mobarak Hussain hadabducted her taking advantage of absence of her family members and as

,;: he threatened her; hence she gave her statement on tutored by theaccused. so in that statement also, when she was with family members,
she neither aileged gagging her mouth or brind folding her eyes nor aboutcommission of rape or taking her signatures fbrcefully. WhenNofiruddin seikh and Yeasadiqul are none other than the brothers of theaccused Mobarak Hussain, it is unberievabre that they accompanied
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Mobarak in abducting a girl. Further the victim in deposition stated that
on the day of incident, in the journey after taking her by a vehicle she
was put an injection in the vehicle whereas in the later case being session
case no' 46 (BGN)/17 (arisen out of Bngn. P.S case no. 776/16), she
stated that when she was taken to one's house, except Mobarak three
others left the place and then accused Mobarak put her an injection
forcefully' Further PwG the victim's father in the present case also stated
that the victim reported that after travelling by vehicle, she was taken to
one's home and then on freeing her from gagging when she attempted to
raise alarm, she was put an injection for which she became faint whereas
in the earlier case he stated that she was put injection in the vehicle while
travelling. So material witness pw6 and pw9 gave different version in
different time.

21, That apart, in the case prosecution tried to take the plea that
as tutored by accused Mobarak Hussain, she gave her statement u/s 164
cr.P.c, but record reveals that victim was produced before the court on
22-03-16 and then she was sent to state Home for women for reflection
and her statement was recorded on 28-03-16 i.e. after six days. After
recording her statement also, due to dispute regarding age and
considering the situation around the court premises, the victim was again
sent to the state Home and on 12-04-16 finding the victim major as per
birth certificate and admit card, she was allowed to go on pR bond. so it
reveals that from producing the victim in court till recording her
statement she was in state Home. There is no evidence that during those
days, the accused even met her, and as such the statement of the victim
who is a major girl cannot be accepted on tutored one. Moreover, since
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the victim reached the porice station, accused Mobarak absconded and
after anricipatory bail was granted, he appeared before the court on 23_
04-16. The binh certificate and admit card was seized from the victim on
22-03-16 i.e. on the day when she appeared before the porice station. In
absence of evidence that the accused handed over the seized documents
to the victim if he had taken the same, as per evidence of the informant, it
reveals that the seized documents are in custody of victim herself. But
the victim in this case had not stated that her documents are taken away
by the accused whereas in the rater case sesssion 46 (BGN) /17 thevictim
alleged that accused Mobarak had taken her educational file while
abducting her. In this case the victim refused to go for medicar
examination. That apart as per evidence of the Iio the victim herserf
appeared in Bongaigaon police Staiton.

22 Moreover, the victim was a,egedly abducted by the
accused, when her mother was feeding cattre in the same campus and
besides her mother, except pw3 and paresh Mandal , their family
members were present there who resided in the same premises. so had
the victim been abducted forcefuily by four persons, anyone of them
would have seen or heard their voice. The victim arso courd raise alarm
while she was taken through the courtyard to the vehicle. But she didnor' on the other hand she admitted her photograph with accused
Mobarak proved by defence as Ext.A wherein she hold the accused
which indicates how she was close to accused Mobarak. she did not
alleged the same to be manipurated one. The xerox copy of the affidavit
sworn by the victim before norary Bongaigaon (M Ext.2) decraring that
she converted herserf to Isram religion dated 03_12_1s and the marriage
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agreement exerted by the victim and accused Mobarak Hussain before
Notary whereby they agreed to solemnise their social marriage as per
Mohamadan law and custom were also proved by the yo (pw10) who
seized the same on being produced by the accused. The victim also
admitted that in statement u/s 164 cr.p.c she stated about conversion to
Muslim and marriage with the accused. It also creates a doubt that if the
victim after she went with her parents, reported the incident regarding
abduction by four and rape by accused Mobarak on 12-0 4-16,why they
waited till 21-04-16 for filing the 2nd complaint.

23. Having considered the aforesaid facts and circumstances of
the case and also the evidence on record made available before the court,
I came to the conclusion that the victim girl being a major one out of
love, went with the accused on her own accord and later on developing
the story, filed another case that to on 27-04-16 for the same incident
with alleged incident of night of 15-04-16 alleging abduction by four
persons including the present accused and commission of rape. There is
a scope for taking other view, on the basis of evidence on record
discussed above, that the victim consented in sexuar act with the accused,
if any.

+..\
\{./nr\J

24. In the above facts and circumstances of the case, the
evidence of the victim has not been found categorical, cogent and
reliable and the case of the prosecution remained to be unbelievable and
unacceptable. Accordingly I hold that the prosecution did not succeed in
proving its case against the accused person Mobarak Hussain of offence
punishable u/s 366 Ipc beyond all reasonable doubt and hence he is
acquitted from the said Contd____p/19
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charge' His bail bond shalr remain in force till next six months.

25' Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this 26e
day of April, 2018.

)18
.! . "4t-/ le'

(1. Barmhn)
Sessfoms. Judge,
Bongaigoon.

Dictoted and cgrrected by me,
;. .f. \.6

o nsr{fn)
s3',ryi lydsq, ,

Bongaigaon.
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:

PW1-RatanMandal

PW 2 - Mother of the vicrim

PW 3 - Uncle of the vicrim

PW4-HafejAli

PW5-SddamHussain

PW 6 - Father of the victim

PW 7- Hussain Ali

PW B -Aminul Haque

PW 9 - Victim

PW 10- S.I Prahlad Das

Defence Witness:

Nil.

-rg
V.. $ Ext.1- Seizure List
t4ty

,,:*, Ext.1(1) _ Signature of Hafej Ali

. ". 
,*i,,.*,,,!; 1. Ext.1(2) _ Signature of Saddam Ali

Ext.1(3) - Signarure ofrictim

Ext.1( ) - Signature of S.I prahlam Das

Ext.2 - Ejahar

Ext.2(1) - Signature of the informant

Ext.3 * Seizure List
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Ext.3(1) - Signature of Hussain AIi

Ext.3(2) - Signature of Md. Aminul Hoque

Ext.3(3) - Signature of Prahlad Das

Ext.3(4) - Signature of Mobarak Hussain

Ext.4 - Statement of victim recorded t/s 164 Cr.p.C.

Ext.4(1) - Signature of the victim

Ext.S - Sketch Map

Ext.S(1) - Signature of Prahlad Das

Ext.6 - Charge Sheet

Ext.6(1) - Signature of Prahlad Das

Materials exhibited by Prosecution:

M Ext.l- - Photostate copy of marriage agreement

M Ext.2 - Photostate copy of affidavit sworn by victim

Defence Exhibit:
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( tr. Barman )
Sessions Judge,,
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